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MAX YIELD BINS™
& ACCESSORIES

MAX YIELD BINS INC identified what was missing 
from the mycology space and set out to bring 
commercial-grade cultivation equipment to local 
mushroom growers. MAX YIELD BINS and 
accessories are their solution for mushroom 
cultivators of every skill level and scale.
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BIN SIZES
BOTH V1 & V2 BINS ARE 
22.5”L x 15.5W x 12”H, OR 8”H 
WHEN USED W/ COLONIZER LID.

MAX YIELD BIN V1
Introducing the first ready-to-use bin designed 
specifically for mushroom growing. Gone are the 
days of DIY tubs, cracked plastic, and constant 
tinkering to maintain the correct growing 
conditions. 

MAX YIELD BINS come dialed in out of the box, and 
each hole is strategically placed to create the ideal 
growing environment for mushrooms by 
regulating airflow and humidity. Holds up to 20 lbs 
of substrate and 10lbs of grain - V1 Bin design 
stacks neatly and easily with flat top.

MAX YIELD BIN V2
The newest version of the MAX YIELD BIN, the V2, 
features a tapered top to reduce the amount of 
water collecting on the substrate over time, 
reducing the possibility of contamination or mold 
during the growing process. 

Regulate 
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Holds up to 
30lbs of media, 
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mushrooms 

per flush.
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MUSHROOMS MADE EASY
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MAX YIELD BIN COLONIZER LID
Time is money—decrease colonization time with 
the COLONIZER LID: a short, stout top for the Max 
Yield Bin designed to maintain higher humidity 
levels during the start of mushroom growing. 
Simply attach the lid to the bin after adding your 
grain spawn to your substrate and let the colonizer 
lid do the rest. When you’re ready to begin fruiting, 
swap your colonizer lid for the traditional bin lid of 
the V1 or V2. 

MAX YIELD BIN FILTERS
The adhesive filter patches for the Max Yield Bin 
promote ideal airflow while maintaining humidity 
levels and preventing unwanted contaminants 
from entering your monotub during growth. Each 
filter pack contains 24 perfectly sized filters with a 
3M adhesive backing for easy attachment and 
replacement. 

MAX YIELD BIN LINERS
Save time and keep your growing area clean with 
MAX YIELD BIN LINERS. These disposable liners 
are food grade and BPA-free, making them ideal 
for saving time cleaning and prepping your bins 
between runs. Liners are available in a pack of 5. 

EXAMPLE, 
COLONIZER
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EXAMPLE, 
FILTERS IN USE


